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Forests cover up 1.978 000 hectors or 303Vo of the territory in Lithuania. The average
of 0.53 ha of the forestland falls to one inhabitant of the Republic. According to the
property character forests belong both to the state and private persons.
The data of 1 January 2000 indicate the distribution of forests to their property character
in the following way: the state-owned forests tzke 53.8Vo, private sector enjoys l8.9Vo
and other state forests to be privatized handle 27.37o.

Currently 150.800 forest owners who have the proprietary right to manage forests have
been registered (picture 1).

Forest Distribution According to Property Forms
January 1, 2000

Other state ownod forests
(to be privatlzed)

State ownod forests

Prlvato forests

Area of private forests - 373,900 ha

Number of owners of private forests - 150,800

Number of private forest domains - 108,600

Average domain size - 3,4 ha

Pine forests make up 427o, fir-groves 26Vo and hard-deciduous forest stands 47o of the
state-owned forests. Private forests comprise 32Vo of pines, 207o of fir-groves and 5Vo of
hard-deciduous trees.

In accordance with the Forest Fire Prevention regulations the Lithuanian forests fall into
three (3) combustibility classes, such as the high natural combustibility, medium and
low ones in reference to the area relation between the habitats and the coniferous
undergrowth of up to 40 years old.
There are 407o of high natural combustibility forests, 23%o of medium and 377o of low
ones in this country. Forests of different natural combustibility are distributed unevenly
and often make up large forest areas of high combustibility (see Map).
In terms of the fire risk nine (9) forest massifs are the most hazardous including Varöna
(51.400 ha), Labanoras (35.800 ha), Kazlq Rüda (45.000 ha), Rudninkai (11.100 ha),
Vie§vilö-Smalininkai (16.400 ha), Kapöiamietis (29.800 ha), Lavori§kes (15.600 ha),
§imonys (9.700 ha) and Kur§iq Nerija (9.800 ha).
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The Kur§iq Nerija massif is distinguished for its highest natural combustibility class
comprising nearly 1007o of all the forests within its territory. Moreover, the entire
peninsular area of Kur§iq Nerija including its settlements is surrounded by water with
the Baltic Sea in the West and the Kur§iai lagoon in the East.
Given the existing situation and due to frequent winds this forest massif has been
ascribed to an increased fire hazard. The recent annual statistics testify to the fact that in
1995 forest fires occurred in a 60 ha area and in L999 in a t ha territory.

Peat fires cause a lot of problems in the country. However, in the course of privatization
a lot of peat bogs have lost their owners and become unattended. These peat bogs may
lead to big forest fires during the critical fire-break out periods.
In terms of the fire risk nine (9) peat bogs are the most hazardous including Tyruliai
(3000 ha), Laukösa ( 2000 ha), TraksödZiai (1,800 ha), Palios (1500 ha), EZerölis (1300
ha), §epeta (700 ha), §iluvos Tyrelis (600 ha), Sulinkai (600 ha) and Baltoji Vokö (500
ha) (picture 2).
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In L994 - 1999,288 fires broke out in the peat bogs. The state forest-enterprises have to
deal with complicated tasks in extinguishing peat fires due to the lack of special fire
equipment. It is the fire and rescue brigades subordinate to the Fire & Rescue
Department that carry out the basic workload of putting out peat fires. The fire brigades
often enjoy assistance in receiving fire equipment from other institutions involved
through the municipality level.
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Pursuant to the Law on Forestry of the Republic of Lithuania the integral state system of
fire prevention measures is applied within the forest territories of the Republic that
includes measures for forest fire surveillance, prevention and fire protection. The main
objectives of the system are to reduce forest fire hazards and improve their prevention;
increase forest stands' resistance to fires, to forecast as well as watch and extinguish
fires. Forest managers and owners are responsible for the state fire protection status
within their forest territories; however, they tend to allot no funds to the extinguishing
of the forest fires.
The state forest-enterprises, state park organizations and municipalities should allot
financial resources in order to implement the integral state system for fire surveillance
and'öxtinguishing in accordance with the Law on Forestry of the Republic of Lithuania.
Yet, all these activities are financed only from the funds of the state forest-enterprises
and state park organizations.
Issues of putting out fires in the privately owned forests have not been resolved yet up
till now. They do not pay any taxes either. Officials from the State Fire Prevention
Service in co-operation with the officers of the State Forest Service are in charge of
supervising forest fire prevention in the forests throughout Lithuania.
Annually the officials from the State Fire Prevention Inspectorate and the State Forest
Service draw up and implement prevention measures in order to stop fires within their
service zone.

These are the following prevention measures:
- to inform the public about the forest combustibility classes and fire causes through

mass media (advertising on TV and Radio);
- state forest managers and private forest owners as well as enterprises in charge of

peat-bogs and railway routes are required to renew or establish fire mineralized
lines; to put up fire-places that correspond to the fire safety requirements in the rest
areas; to repair fire watch towers and fire equipment before the beginning of the
critical fire-break out period; to put up warning signs and stands;

- to resort to stricter control measures of forests and peat-bogs during the critical fire-
break out periods; to pay regular inspection visits to the areas mentioned;

- to inform county or city municipalities about the deficiencies discovered on the
scene;

- the State Fire Prevention Inspectorate and the State Forest Service officials shall
inflict

- administrative penalties on the violators of the fire safety regulations.

The main legislative documents regulating the requirements of the forest fire safety are
deemed to be the Law on Forestry, the regulations of the forest fire safety, the Code for
the Violation of the Administrative Law and appropriate decisions of the Government
of the Republic of Lithuania on issues of fire safety as well as legal acts of the Depart-
ment of Forests and Protected Territories and the General Forest Enterprise (GFE).
The General Forest Enterprise is in charge of implementing the integral state system of
fire prevention measures that include measures for surveillance, prevention and fire
protection. The GFE in co-operation with the state forest managers and regional
administrations as well as the city and county municipalities take responsibility in
organizing the implementation of this system and the forecast of forest fires as well
asprevention and the announcement of the possible danger to the Lithuanian citizens
through mass media.
42 state forest enterprises and 4 state park organizations control forests in Lithuania.
124 fire watchtowers equipped with surveillance and communication devices have been
built in the country for the forest fire surveillance. During the highly critical fire-break
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out period the state forest enterprises and national park organizations keep an over-
ground watch in accordance with the fixed order.
The fire brigades of the state forest enterprises and the state park organizations are
responsible for extinguishing all forest fires that occur in Lithuania. Only in the case of
failure to put out a forest fire the city and county fire and rescue units are called up for
assistance.
In the event of an emergency caused by a fire spread and when the city (county) fire and
rescue services, the state forest enterprises, state park organizations and other forest-
peat bog managers as well as private owners fail to put it out, then it is the Regional
(County) or the Government Emergency Management Centers that take control of the
situation through the regional and state level.
The fire and rescue services subordinate to the Fire and Rescue Department respond to
emergencies in co-ordination with the fire teams of the state forest enterprises and state
park organizations.
On February 24, 2000 the Lithuanian Government approved the Criteria for Emer-
gencies in the Republic of Lithuania. Natural forest and peat bog fires make up one of
their fields that are described in Appendix 1.

In case of emergencies the Lithuanian armed forces and units of the National Guards
also render assistance in extinguishing forest fires. For extinguishing forest fires the
state forest enterprises handle fire teams equipped with fire trucks and communication
devices that include 50 fire vehicles as well as about 600 radio stations and mobile
telephones.
The forest fire team watchman must inform the nearest fire and rescue service of the
Fire and Rescue Department about each fire. The state forest functionaries and directors
of the state forest organizations are responsible for establishing such teams and
providing them with means of fire extinguishing, transport and communications.
A forest safety engineer or other relevant specialist is appointed as a forest fire safety
leader who is in charge of the forest fire teams. The leader is responsible for the training
and control of the team members as well.
The main and reserve fire teams are formed up in the state forest enterprises. The fire
teams on duty are set up in such a case when forest areas of high combustibility
serviced by one fire team are located more than 20 kilometres from its headquarters.
The reserve fire teams consisting of 15-20 firemen that are ready to quickly respond are
also established from a group of people at their work places employed in timber
processing and repair shops, timber warehouses etc. These teams are accommodated
with an assembly location where they usually keep their necessary fire extinguishing
stock and outfit.
The organizational issues on extinguishing forest fires that include fire extinguishing,
equipment and human resources are being decided on the municipality, regional and
city level with the assistance of organizations and companies located within the territory
of municipalities.
The operative fire extinguishing plans are being prepared, which establish special
measures for reciprocity and the co-ordination of actions among the fire extinguishing
bodies. The visitation of forests in some Lithuanian regions could be restricted or other
measures could be taken in the case of necessity.
The General Forest Enterprise controls and co-ordinates the fire surveillance and
extinguishing of forest fires as well as the implementation of other measures of forest
fire prevention.
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There were 5 856-forest fires in Lithuania in 1991-1999, to cover up the total fire area

of - 3100 ha. (picture 3).

=Area (ha)" F&RD data GFE

Every year approximately 600-forest fires break out destroying 300 ha of forest stands

and bringing about 500,000 Lt losses. The average area of a forest fire is about 0,5 ha.
The number of forest fires increased extremely during the favourable meteorological
conditions in1992 and 1999).
The inappropriate behaviour of tourists and visitors cause the bulk of forest fires and
grass burning in spring.
Every year the inappropriate visitors' behaviour causes 707o of forest fires, L4Vo of
grass burning in spring and 167o of intentional fires. The process of forest restitution is
still going on and many private forest owners are taking back their property.
Nevertheless, the number of forest fires in private forests is increasing as well. (1997 -
14,67o,1998 - 25,lVo, 1999 -247o out of the total number of forest fires).

Many private forest owners live in the cities and can not take care of their property
properly, which results in the increased number of forest fires in private forests.
The acute issue is the burning of dry grass in spring. This habit has had long-lasting
traditions and people in the cities and villages fail to understand that the grass burning
can both be dangerous and lead to a forest fire.
The extinguishing of forest fires is very difficult and complicated as well as requiring a

lot of human resources and equipment. Every year about 40 ha of forests are damaged

by the forest fires due to the grass burning.
The State Environment Protection Inspection and its regional authorities in co-operation
with the officers of Fire and Rescue Department make efforts to eliminate this ill
tradition. They hold awareness campaigns through mass media and control how forest
owners and managers follow the requirements of fire-prevention.
The amendments to the Administrative Code of Law Violations were introduced in this
year. Such amendments stipulate strict responsibility for the violation of the fire-
prevention and environment protection regulations including increased administrative
penalties for such violations. In addition, private forest owners bear responsibility for

Fires in
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the negligence of the fire prevention regulations within their territories according to the
Administrative Code of Law Violations.

Forest enterprises undertake measures of fire-prevention and forest management. In the
forests of the high fire hazard class special measures are drawn up and implemented.
Then forests are divided into blocks and firebreaks, mineral fire break lines are
established as well as belts ofbroadleaf-trees are set up and forest roads are cleaned.
The Lithuanian forests encompass 28,500 km of roads that make up approximately 14,4
km for 1 000 ha of forests. Such network of forest roads and fire watchtowers enable to
define the sites of forest fire breakout and effectively organize their extinguishing.

The main reasons of difficulties in organizing the extinguishing of forest fires and
control of the fire-prevention are the following:

1. There is no unified program that could include the measures of extinguishing
forest and peat bog fires as well as the fire-prevention regulations.
The financing mechanism of the fire prevention measures in the state and private
owned forests has not been defined yet.
The equipment and other means for fire extinguishing in the state forest
entelprises and national parks are too old and ineffective and the possibility to
acquire new ones is limited.
The legislative system of the fire-prevention and the evaluation of losses and
harm caused by the forest fires are not efficient enough. Such problems make the
work of the state foresters less effective. Moreover, harm done to forests due to
fires is not compensated for.

2.

aJ.

4.

Criteria for an Emergency

Emergency description Criteria

Description (including
units of measurement)

Assessment(value,
size)

Natural Forest Fires

Extremely High Fire Hazard - Predictable Fire
Rate

Favourable conditions for fire break out probability, 7o 30+60

class of fire rate ry
complex fire rate index 4000+10000

Highly favourable conditions for fire break out probability, To 6l + 100

class of fire rate V

complex fire rate index > 10000

Fire: : area affected in hectors ha >3

Danger for settlements . or individual
households yes / no Yes

1



Criteria for an Emergency

Emergency description Criteria

Description (including
units of measurement)

Assessment(value,
size)

Natural Forest Fires

Close to utility pipeline network m < 350

In a coniferous forest Forest combustibility
class Lor2

Severely injured (or fatalities) man >1

In high natural combustibility forests: burning / no burning

In the most hazardous forests & forests massifs
in terms of fire risk:

burning / no burning

Natural peat - bog fires

Fire, burning, fumigation:

A nearly burned (or completely burned down)
farm stead house hold or a farm buildine unit >l
In the most hazardous peat - bogs in terms of
fire risk:

burning / no burning

Residential areas covered with smoke

In case of a forest or peat bogs fire,
windward, there are densely populated
residential areas:

Lithuanian cities, towns, settlements yes / no Yes

It is necessary for the inhabitants of cities,
towns & settlements to use precautionary
measures or be evacuated Total number

inhabitants residing
that area Vo

of
tn

>25
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